
BAG IN BOX



This is a very versatile group of cartoners ables to automatically pack
bags or other objects in cartons. These machines are availables in many
models, depending on production speed, range of sizes and type of
packaging required. The following packaging options are offered: pillow
bags, square bottom, vacuum, single and multiple bags and with various
grouping forms. Depending on the type of bag or product to be packed,
the machine features a special introduction appliance. Non-stop motion
models are manufactured for higher speeds and others, with intermittent
motion, for more complex packaging. For customers requiring high
versatility, the same machine can be fitted with several filling modules
and, at the same time, with continuous or step-by-step feed option,
depending on needs. This range of cartoners is also suitable for
pharmaceutical and cosmetic products once all the adjustments have
been made for this special packaging sector. For this purpose,
removable closing units are installed allowing the use of various closing
types without having to make any structural changes. For this particular
commodity sector, machines are supplied with adjustable carton
conveyor for changing sizes without replacing components or
equipment. In this case as well, completely automatic lines are made
with special specific optional parts, or manual or semiautomatic filling
packaging machines.

BEHAVIOUR

The cartons are placed on the infeed magazine and automatically
accompanied towards the forming-up system. Once inside the machine,
the boxes are marked on the outer flap and  the bottom is glued and
closed, before reaching the filling area. Filling is done using the system
most suitable to the type of packaging and desired production speed.
Because these machines are also suitable for special and mixed uses,
before upper gluing, special structures can be fitted: loaders,
distributors, labellers, special markers, etc. The carton moves forward
for gluing and final closing of the upper side and is then transferred to
the outfeed line. It is also complete with:
- Electronic system for regulating the production pace.
- Size change adjustments.
- Infeed automatic control and production data store.
- Electronic glue application control device.
- Self-lubricating carton conveyor system.
- Accident-prevention protection in conformity with legal requirements
and with CE mark.



VARIANTS AND OPTIONAL

- Automatic dispenser of leaflets, small evelopes, coupons, etc.
- Special loaders for plastic containers, bottles and glasses.
- Filling: by means of converging belts for forced introduction, non-stop
carousel, stackers with moving introduction unit, pick and place, specific
units for vacuum bags.
- Special or mixed closing systems and relevant gluing systems or
without use of adhesives.
- Electronically programmable size changeover.
- Faulty or unglued carton ejector.

SPECIFICATIONS

MODEL Input power Production cartons Range Weight
NB/50-M Kw. 8,1 60/1' min. mm 80 x 15 x 90H.

max. mm 220 x100 x 300H.
Kg. 2.260

NB/50-M-PH Kw. 2,8ś4,8 80/1' min. mm 15 x 15 x 55H.
max. mm 180 x90 x 200H.

Kg. 2.390

NB/50-SC Kw. 8,3 35/1' - 120/1'
buste/pouches

min. mm 80 x 15 x 90H.
max. mm 180 x75 x 280H.

Kg. 2.430

NB/60-S Kw. 9,3 80/1' min. mm 100 x 25 x 110H.
max. mm 220 x80 x 300H.

Kg. 3.180

NB/60-SP-20 Kw. 8,7 40/1' min. mm 120 x 40 x 140H.
max. mm 280 x150 x 420H.

Kg. 3.400

NB/85/22-S Kw. 8,4 55/1' min. mm 80 x 30 x 130H.
max. mm 180 x75 x 280H.

Kg. 2.630



BAG IN BOX

Our specialists bring their expertise at your disposal to find the solution best suited to your case.
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